Membership Smart Guide

(For Regular Course Only)

We at LEGO Education Center offer a well-designed curriculum that allows your child to
exercise their creativity, problem-solving and team-working skills with different topics every
week.


As a valued member of LEGO Education Center, your child is entitled to enjoy our
LEGO Courses once a week; please bear in mind that the same topics are conducted
throughout the whole teaching week.



Our teaching week starts from Thursdays until Sundays; classes will be available
according to our Regular Course Timetable.



A place at your specified timeslot is automatically reserved for your child until the
membership expires. Hence, NO further booking is required unless a change in
schedule is requested by written consent.



We understand children may have a busy schedule or can be affected by sickness.
Henceforth, our Center has provided greater flexibility by offering some rescheduling
options. However, rescheduling is only applicable if you wish to reschedule to another
class in the same teaching week.



Make up classes or extension of memberships will not be applicable in any given
circumstances if rescheduling cannot be organized within the same topic week Please
kindly send us a reschedule email with the desired class time through
lec@pigeoncity.com.hk ONE working day in advance to avoid class overloads or
disappointments.



In order to assure your child’s learning progress, our Regular Course Timetable can
always be found on our website for your reference and future planning.

Example 1: Leon’s Daddy wishes to reschedule his Friday class ONE day before his
regular scheduled lesson due to school interview. Since he is rescheduling in the same
teaching week, he won’t miss any classes in his Membership.
Example 2: Amy joins the class every Sunday afternoon, but Saturday night she starts to
have a fever. Since Sunday is the last day of the week, then no reschedule can be
provided.
Example 3: Eva and her family are going on Holiday during summer, she will not attend
class for 3 weeks, and therefore no extension of Membership can be provided.
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